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IntroductionIntroduction
 Technologies such as clusters, grid, and now cloud 

computing, have all aimed at allowing access to 
large amounts of computing power in a fully 
virtualized manner, by aggregating resources and 
offering a single system view. In addition, an 
important aim of these technologies, has been 
delivering computing as a utility

  Utility computing describes a business model for 
on-demand delivery of computing power. 

 Pay-as-you-go model
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IntroductionIntroduction
 Cloud computing--> umbrella term to describe a 

category of sophisticated on-demand computing 
services.

 Computing infrastructure is seen as a “Cloud” from 
which business and individuals access applications 
from anywhere in the world, on-demand.

 The main  principle of cloud is offering computing, 
storage and software “as a service”.
Cloud is a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of a 
collection of inter-connected  and virtualized computers that are 

dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing 
resources based on service level agreements  (SLA) established through  
negotiation between the service provider and the consumer. (Buyya et al)
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IntroductionIntroduction

”The illusion of infinite computing resources; 
the elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users;

The ability to pay per use … as needed...” 
(Univ. of California Berkeley) 

“... a pay-per-use model for enabling available convenient, 
on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources
(e.g. networks,  servers, storage, applications, services)

That can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management 
effort or service provider interaction.” 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST)
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Convergence of various advances leading Convergence of various advances leading 
to cloudsto clouds
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Why Cloud Computing?Why Cloud Computing?

 Cost reduction
 Universal access
 Software updates
 Application alternatives
 Potential and cost effective
 Flexibility
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Benefits of cloudBenefits of cloud

 This model brings benefits to both consumers and 
providers of IT services.

 Consumers can attain reduction of IT-related costs by 
choosing to obtain cheaper services from external 
providers as opposed to heavily investing on IT 
infrastructures and personal hiring.

 The on-demand component allows consumers to adapt 
their IT usage to rapidly increasing or unpredictable 
computing needs

 Providers achieve better operational costs, increase the 
efficiency, leading to a faster Return of the 
Investment (ROI) as well as lower Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) 
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Benefits of cloudBenefits of cloud

 Cloud computing maintains a virtualized and 
standardized infrastructure which leads to simplified 
and more efficient IT and application management

 It substains massive scalability through which huge 
applications are delivered to a large number of users

 Cloud computing provides the best Quality of Service 
by means of features, such as fault tolerance and high 
availability

 It offers instant application deployment
 It provides enormous storage capacity
 Cloud computing offers quick access service to the 

business
 It is available at low cost and as highly automated 

computing
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Cloud computing issuesCloud computing issues

 Security and Privacy: the relevant data are outside the 
organization’s control. The issue may be partially solved 
adopting secured applications, purchasing security 
hardware  to trace abnormal behaviours over servers

 Service consignement and billing: it is hard to evaluate 
the cost incurred due to the demand type of the 
services. Financial planning and estimation of the 
expediture will be very complex. The provider SLAs are 
not sufficient to certify the accessibility and the 
scalability

 Interoperability and portability: industries have the 
influence of transferring in and out of the cloud 
providers whenever they require 
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Cloud computing issuesCloud computing issues

 Performance and bandwidth cost: industries can save 
funds on hardware  but have to invest supplementary 
for the bandwidth. This can be a small charge for less 
important applications compared to data intensive 
applications which are highly charged. Sharing intensive 
and complicated data over the network involves 
sufficient bandwidth. Therefore several industries are 
waiting for reduced costs before switching over to the 
cloud.

 Reliability and availability: Cloud providers lack 
continous service which results in regular failures. It is 
significant to examine the service being offered 
through internal or third party tools. It is fundamental 
to have strategies to administer usage, strength, 
presentation and business dependency.
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LimitationsLimitations

 A stable internet connection: if the system is not 
on the network, then the Cloud computing is 
inaccessible.

 Low-speed connections will be restricted: low-
speed connections make the access to the Cloud 
impossible

 Time consuming performance: web applications are 
often slower than the corrisponding program on 
the desktop

 Restricted features: at the moment cloud 
applications are less featured than the 
corresponding desktop applications
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LimitationsLimitations

 Accumulated data may not be protected: in Cloud 
computing alla data are accumulated on the Cloud. 
How safe is the Cloud? Can illegal users get access 
to private data? Cloud computing companies 
declare that data is safe but it is too premature 
to be absolutely sure of data security.

 Stored data can vanish: there is a worst 
possibility that the information is misplaced; then 
the customer has no local of physical backup 
unless someone takes care of downloading all 
documents from Cloud onto the desktop
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SOA and Web ServicesSOA and Web Services

 Web Services open standards contributed 
significantly to the software integration

 Several technologies allow to efficiently describe, 
compose, and orchestrate services, publish and 
discover services, represent QoS parameters and 
ensuring security in service access.

 In a SOA, software resources  are packaged as 
services, which are well-defined, self contained 
modules that provide standard business 
functionalities and are independent of the state 
or  context of other services.
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Cloud approachCloud approach

On demand 
delivery of 

infrastructure, 
applications 

and business 
processes in a 
security-rich, 

shared,
scalable and 

based 
computing 

environment 
over the 

Internet for a 
fee   
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Cloud computing characteristicsCloud computing characteristics

 Virtualized: Resources (i.e. compute, storage, and network 
capacity) in Clouds are virtualized and it is achieved at various 
levels including VM (Virtual Machine) and Platform levels. The 
most basic one is at Virtual Machine (VM) level where different 
applications can be executed within their containers or 
operating systems running on the same physical machine. 
Platform level enables seamless mapping of applications to one 
or more resources offered by different Cloud infrastructure 
providers. 
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Cloud computing characteristicsCloud computing characteristics
 Service-Oriented: Cloud is implemented using Service-

Oriented Architecture model where all the 
capabilities/components are available over the network as a 
service. Whether it is software, platform or infrastructure 
everything is offered as a service.

 Elastic: Resources (i.e. compute, storage, and network 
capacity) required for Cloud applications can be dynamically 
provisioned and varied i.e., increase or decrease at runtime 
depending on user QoS requirements. 

 Dynamic and Distributed: Although Cloud resources are 
virtualised, they are often distributed to enable the 
delivery of high-performance and/or reliable Cloud services. 
These resources are flexible and can be adapted according 
to customer’s requirements such as software, network 
configuration, etc.
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Cloud computing characteristicsCloud computing characteristics
 Shared (Economy of Scale): Clouds are shared 

infrastructure where resources serve multiple customers 
with dynamic allocation according to their application’s 
demand. This sharing model is also termed as “multi-tenant” 
model. In general, the customers neither have any direct 
control over physical resources nor they are aware of the 
resource location and with whom they are being shared.

 Market-Oriented (Pay as you go): In Cloud computing, 
customers pay for services on a pay-per-use basis. The 
pricing model can vary depending on the QoS expectation of 
application. This characteristic addresses the utility 
dimension of cloud computing. 

 Autonomic: To provide highly reliable services, Clouds 
exhibit autonomic behaviour by managing themselves in case 
of failures or the performance degradation.
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Components of cloud computingComponents of cloud computing
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Components of cloud computing:IaaSComponents of cloud computing:IaaS

 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) consists of virtual 
machines or physical machines, storage, and clusters. Cloud 
infrastructures can also be heterogeneous, integrating 
clusters, PCs and workstations. Moreover, the system 
infrastructure can also include database management 
systems and other storage services. The infrastructure is 
managed by an upper management layer that guarantees 
runtime environment customization, application isolation, 
accounting and quality of service. The virtualization tools, 
such as hypervisors, also sit in this layer to manage the 
resource pool and to partition physical infrastructure in 
the form of customized virtual machines. Depending on the 
end user needs, the virtualized infrastructure is pre-
configured with storage and programming environment.
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Components of cloud computing:PaaSComponents of cloud computing:PaaS

 Platform as a Service (PaaS), offers Cloud users a 
development platform to build their applications. PaaS 
includes the lower layer (IaaS) as well that is bundled with 
the offered service. In general, pure PaaS offers only the 
user level middleware, which allows development and 
deployment of applications on any Cloud infrastructure. 

 The essential characteristics that identify a Platform-as-
a-Service solution include:
— Runtime framework: It represents the “software stack” 

of the PaaS model and the most intuitive aspect that 
comes to the mind of people when referring to 
Platform-as-a- Service solutions. The runtime 
framework executes end-user code according to the 
service level policies set by the user and the provider.
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Components of cloud computingComponents of cloud computing

— Abstraction: PaaS solutions are distinguished by the 
higher level abstraction that they provide. Unlike IaaS 
solutions the focus is on delivering “raw” access to 
virtual or physical infrastructure. In the case of PaaS 
the focus is on the applications the Cloud must support. 
This means that PaaS solutions offer a way to deploy 
and manage applications on the Cloud rather than a 
bunch of virtual machines on top of which the IT 
infrastructure is built and configured.

— Cloud services: PaaS offerings provide developers and 
architects with services and APIs helping them to 
simplify delivering of elastically scalable and highly 
available Cloud applications. These services are the key 
differentiators among competing PaaS solutions
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Components of cloud computing:SaaSComponents of cloud computing:SaaS

 Software as a Service (SaaS) is a software delivery model 
providing on-demand access to applications. The most 
common examples of such service are CRM and ERPF 
applications that are commonly used in almost all the 
enterprises from small, to large business. In general, SaaS

 providers also constitute other layers of Cloud computing 
and thus, maintain the customer data and configure the 
applications according to customer need. This scenario 
results in considerable reduction in upfront cost of 
purchasing new software and infrastructure. The 
customers do not have to maintain any infrastructure or 
install anything within their premises. They just require 
high speed network to get instant access to their 
applications.
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Components of cloud computing:SaaSComponents of cloud computing:SaaS

 Multi-tenancy is another core feature of SaaS compared 
to traditional packaged software, allowing providers to 
outsource the effort of managing large hardware 
infrastructure, maintaining and upgrading applications, and 
optimizing resources by sharing the costs among the large 
user base. Therefore, SaaS model is particularly appealing 
for companies who get access to softwares configured 
according to their specific needs and shared between 
multiple users. On the customer side, only costs that will 
incur are the monthly software usage fee.
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Cloud providersCloud providers
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Key pointsKey points
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Web 2.0, MeshupsWeb 2.0, Meshups

 In Web 2.0, information and services may be 
programmatically aggregated acting as building 
blocks of complex compositions, called service 
meshups

 Many service providers such as Amazon, 
Del.icio.us, Facebook and Google, make their 
service API publicly accessible using standard 
protocols such as SOAP and REST.

 In the Software as a Service (SaaS) domain cloud 
applications can be built as composition of other 
services, from the same or different providers.
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Cloud architectureCloud architecture

Technologies 
are provided 
as a service.
This service 
can be acces-
sible over a 
console 
management 
interface layer 
which 
provides 
access over 
REST/SOAP 
API
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Cloud Computing deployment modelsCloud Computing deployment models

 Cloud computing is a paradigm of offering on-
demand services to end users.  

 Clouds are deployed on physical infrastructure 
where Cloud middleware is implemented for 
delivering service to customers. Such an 
infrastructure and middleware differ in their 
services, administrative domain and access to 
users. 

 Cloud deployment are classified as:
— Public Cloud
— Private Cloud 
— Hybrid Cloud
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Public CloudsPublic Clouds

 Public clouds provide access to computing resources 
for the general public over the Internet. 

 The public cloud provider allows customers to self-
provision resources typically via a web service 
interface. 

 Customer's rent access to resources as needed on a 
pay-as-you-go basis. 

 Public clouds offer access to large pools of scalable 
resources on a temporary basis without the need for 
capital investment in data center infrastructure.

 A public Cloud can offer any of the three kinds of 
services: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
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Private CloudsPrivate Clouds
 Private clouds give users immediate access to computing 

resources hosted within an organization's infrastructure. 
 Users self-provision and scale collections of resources drawn 

from the private cloud, typically via web service interface, 
just as with a public cloud. However, because it is deployed 
within the organization's existing data center—and behind 
the organization's firewall—a private cloud is subject to the 
organization's physical, electronic, and procedural security 
measures and thus offers a higher degree of security over 
sensitive code and data. 

 In addition, private clouds consolidate and optimize the 
performance of physical hardware through virtualization, and 
can thus markedly improve data center efficiency while 
reducing operational expense.
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Private and Hybrid CloudsPrivate and Hybrid Clouds

 Eucalyptus allows to implement a “Private Cloud” 
or a “Hybrid Cloud”. Private Clouds are based on 
similar technology as the Public ones (Amazon EC 
is the leader of such service) but all machines are 
behind the organization firewall.

 Hybrid Clouds combine Public and Private Cloud 
paradigms with a huge number of combinations.

 Private Clouds have to be open, secure, standards-
based and high performance
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Cloud Computing deploying modelsCloud Computing deploying models
Source: Saurabh Kumar Garg and Rajkumar Buyya, Green Cloud computing and Environmental Sustainability
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Cloud Computing and Energy Usage Cloud Computing and Energy Usage 
ModelModel

Key factors that have enabled the Cloud computing to lower energy 
usage and carbon emissions from ICT: Dynamic Provisioning, Multi-
tenancy, Server Utilization, Datacenter Efciency.

Source: Saurabh Kumar Garg and Rajkumar Buyya, Green Cloud computing and Environmental Sustainability
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Green Cloud architectureGreen Cloud architecture
Source: Saurabh Kumar Garg and Rajkumar Buyya, Green Cloud computing and Environmental Sustainability
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Cloud SoftwareCloud Software
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 Is an Opensource software framework for Cloud 
Computing, which implements the so called 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): systems that 
give users the ability to run and control entire 
Virtual Machine instances, deployed across a 
variety of physical resources.

 Private Clouds enables the organizations to exploit 
the “elasticity” of the Cloud, maintaining the full 
control on the resources, monitoring their usage 
and planning for new services and resources.

www.eucalyptus.com
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 Eucalyptus enables the creation of on-premise 
Infrastructure as a Service clouds, with no requirements 
for retooling the organization's existing IT infrastructure 
or for introducing any specialized hardware. 

 The Eucalyptus Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform 
is fully compatible with the Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
API, allowing support for both on-premise and hybrid IaaS 
clouds.

 This compatibility allows any Eucalyptus cloud to be turned 
into a hybrid IaaS deployment, capable of moving workloads 
between AWS and on-premise data centers. Eucalyptus is 
compatible with a wealth of tools and applications that also 
adhere to the de facto AWS API standards.
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Amazon EC2 on-demand istancesAmazon EC2 on-demand istances
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Amazon EC2 reserved istancesAmazon EC2 reserved istances
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) style clouds 
provide access to collections of virtualized 
computer hardware resources, including machines, 
network, and storage. 

 With IaaS, users assemble their own virtual 
cluster on which they are responsible for 
installing, maintaining, and executing their own 
software stack.
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OpenNebulaOpenNebula

 OpenNebula is the industry standard open-source 
product for data center virtualization, offering 
the most feature-rich, customizable solution to 
build virtualized enterprise data centers and 
private cloud infrastructures on Xen, KVM and 
VMware deployments.

 Opennebula provides cloud consumers with choice 
of interfaces, from open cloud to de-facto 
standards, like the EC2 API. 

 Opennebula is free and fully open source.

opennebula.org
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OpenNebula objectivesOpenNebula objectives

 Develop the most-advanced, highly-scalable and adaptable 
solution for building and managing virtualized data centers and 
cloud infrastructures

 Assure the stability and quality of the software distribution
 Collaborate with the most demanding users of cloud and data 

center management tools
 Support the ecosystem of open-source components being 

created around the Project
 Support the community of users and developers contributing to 

the Project
 Collaborate with other open-source projects and communities
 Collaborate with the main research projects in cloud computing 

innovation
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OpenNebula historyOpenNebula history
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OpenNebula platformOpenNebula platform

 The Storage system allows to store disk images in datastores, 
that can be then used to define VMs or shared with other 
users. The images can be OS installations, or data blocks.

 The Template Repository system allows to register Virtual 
Machine definitions in the system, to be instantiated later as 
Virtual Machine instances.

 Virtual Networking is provided 
    to interconnect Virtual 
    Machines, they can be 
    defined as fixed or 
    ranged networks.
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OpenNebula componentsOpenNebula components
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OpenNebula: advanced setupsOpenNebula: advanced setups
 Multiple zones and VDCs: The OpenNebula Zones 

component (oZones) allows for the centralized 
management of multiple instances of OpenNebula, called 
Zones, managing in turn potentially different 
administrative domains. 

 This zones can be further compartmentalized by grouping 
physical hosts in Virtual Data Centers (VDCs), so each 
cluster can host multiple VDCs.

 Hybrid: OpenNebula gives support to build a Hybrid Cloud 
is an extension of a Private Cloud to combine local 
resources with resources from remote Cloud providers. A 
whole Public Cloud provider can be encapsulated as a local 
resource to be able to use extra computational capacity to 
satisfy peak demands.
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How OpenNebula operatesHow OpenNebula operates

 OpenNebula orchestrates storage, network, virtualization, 
monitoring, and security technologies to enable the dynamic 
placement of multi-tier services (groups of interconnected 
virtual machines) on distributed infrastructures, combining both 
data center resources and remote cloud resources, according to 
allocation policies:

— Management of the Network, Computing and Storage 
Capacity: Orchestration of storage, network and 
virtualization technologies to enable the dynamic placement 
of the multi-tier services on distributed infrastructures

— Management of VM Life-cycle: Smooth execution of VMs by 
allocating the resources required for them to operate and by 
offering the functionality required to implement VM 
placement policies
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How OpenNebula operates (i)How OpenNebula operates (i)

— Management of Workload Placement: Support for the 
definition of workload and resource-aware allocation 
policies such as consolidation for energy efficiency, 
load balancing, affinity-aware, capacity reservation…

— Management of Virtual Networks. Support for the 
definition of virtual networks to interconnect VMs

— Management of VM Images: Exposing of general 
mechanisms to transfer and clone VM images. Images 
can be registered before execution. When submitted, 
VM images are transferred to the host and swap disk 
images are created. After execution, VM images may be 
copied back to the repository
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How OpenNebula operates (ii)How OpenNebula operates (ii)

— Management of Information and Accounting. Provision 
of indicators that can be used to diagnose the correct 
operation of the servers and VMs and to support the 
implementation of the dynamic VM placement policies

— Management of Security: Definition of security policy 
on the users of the system, guaranteeing that the 
resources are used only by users with the relevant 
authorizations and isolation between workloads

— Management of Remote Cloud Capacity: Dynamic 
extension of local capacity with resources from remote 
providers to build hybrid or federated cloud 
deployments

— Management of Public Cloud Servers: Exposing most 
common cloud interfaces to support public cloud 
computing deployments
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OpenStackOpenStack

 OpenStack is a cloud operating system that 
controls large pools of compute, storage, and 
networking resources throughout a datacenter, all 
managed through a dashboard that gives 
administrators control while empowering their 
users to provision resources through a web 
interface.

 There are many OpenStack public clouds in 
production across the world, including Cloudwatt, 
DreamCompute, eNocloud, HP, Rackspace, and 
Ulticloud . 
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OpenStackOpenStack

 The alternative to the use of public clouds (which 
cost money), is to install Devstack

 DevStack is a great option to install and run an 
OpenStack cloud on your laptop (or even inside 
the VM on a cloud). 

 DevStack is ideal for potential users who want to 
see what the Dashboard looks like from an admin 
or user perspective, and OpenStack contributors 
wanting to test against a complete local 
environment.
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OpenStackOpenStack
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OpenStackOpenStack

 The OpenStack cloud operating system enables 
enterprises and service providers to offer on-
demand computing resources, by provisioning and 
managing large networks of virtual machines. 

 Compute resources are accessible via APIs for 
developers building cloud applications and via web 
interfaces for administrators and users. 

 The compute architecture is designed to scale 
horizontally on standard hardware, enabling the 
cloud economics companies have come to expect.
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OpenStackOpenStack

 OpenStack is architected to provide flexibility as 
you design your cloud, with no proprietary 
hardware or software requirements and the 
ability to integrate with legacy systems and third 
party technologies. 

 It is designed to manage and automate pools of 
compute resources and can work with widely 
available virtualization technologies, as well as 
bare metal and high-performance computing (HPC) 
configurations.
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OpenStackOpenStack

 Administrators often deploy OpenStack Compute 
using one of multiple supported hypervisors in a 
virtualized environment. KVM and XenServer are 
popular choices for hypervisor technology and 
recommended for most use cases. 

 Linux container technology such as LXC is also 
supported for scenarios where users wish to 
minimize virtualization overhead and achieve greater 
efficiency and performance. 

 In addition to different hypervisors, OpenStack 
supports ARM and alternative hardware 
architectures.
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OpenStackOpenStack

 Popular Use Cases:
—     Service providers offering an IaaS compute 

platform or services higher up the stack
—     IT departments acting as cloud service providers 

for business units and project teams
—     Processing big data with tools like Hadoop
—     Scaling compute up and down to meet demand for 

web resources and applications
—     High-performance computing (HPC) environments 

processing diverse and intensive workloads
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ownCloudownCloud
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ownCloudownCloud

 ownCloud is a self-hosted file sync and share 
server. It provides access to your data through a 
web interface, sync clients or WebDAV (Web-
based Distributed Authoring and Versioning) while 
providing a platform to view, sync and share 
across devices easily — all under your control. 

 ownCloud’s open architecture is extensible via a 
simple but powerful API for applications and 
plugins and it works with any storage. 

 Collaborative editing of documents is a cool 
feature
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ownCloudownCloud
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nextCloudnextCloud

 nextCloud nasce dal fork di ownCloud

 Security of data is enabled with various techniques
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nextCloudnextCloud

 End-to-end encryption
— Nextcloud features an enterprise-grade, seamlessly 

integrated solution for end-to-end encryption. 
Scheduled to be part of Nextcloud 13, it enables users 
to pick one or more folders on their desktop or mobile 
client for end-to-end encryption. Folders can be shared 
with other users and synced between devices but are 
not readable by the server.

 Sharing features
— Tag and comment on files, and see tags and comments 

by others. See what is happening on your Nextcloud in 
the Activity feed. Previous versions of files you 
modified are retained and can be brought back. 
Deleted files can be found in the trash.

—
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nextCloudnextCloud

 Sharing features
— Share photo galleries
— Share public links read-only or with editing capabilities
— Anonymous upload hides existing files, providing just an 

upload target
— Optionally put a password or expiration date on public 

link shares
— Share directly to users on other Nextcloud, ownCloud 

or Pydio servers (see below: federation)
— Admins can control all these abilities, add trusted 

Federation servers and more
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nextCloudnextCloud

 Sharing features
— Share photo galleries
— Share public links read-only or with editing capabilities
— Anonymous upload hides existing files, providing just an 

upload target
— Optionally put a password or expiration date on public 

link shares
— Share directly to users on other Nextcloud, ownCloud 

or Pydio servers (see below: federation)
— Admins can control all these abilities, add trusted 

Federation servers and more
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